The Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC) eliminates QCD renormalization scale-setting uncertainties using fundamental renormalization group methods. The resulting scale-fixed pQCD predictions are independent of the choice of renormalization scheme and show rapid convergence. The coefficients of the scale-fixed couplings are identical to the corresponding conformal series with zero β-function. Two all-orders methods for systematically implementing the PMC-scale setting procedure for existing high order calculations are discussed in this article. One implementation is based on the PMC-BLM correspondence (PMC-I); the other, more recent, method (PMC-II) uses the R δ -scheme, a systematic generalization of the minimal subtraction renormalization scheme. Both approaches satisfy all of the principles of the renormalization group and lead to scale-fixed and scheme-independent predictions at each finite order. In this work, we show that PMC-I and PMC-II scale-setting methods are in practice equivalent to each other. We illustrate this equivalence for the four-loop calculations of the annihilation ratio R e + e − and the Higgs partial width Γ(H → bb). Both methods lead to the same resummed ('conformal') series up to all orders. The small scale differences between the two approaches are reduced as additional renormalization group {βi}-terms in the pQCD expansion are taken into account. We also show that special degeneracy relations, which underly the equivalence of the two PMC approaches and the resulting conformal features of the pQCD series, are in fact general properties of non-Abelian gauge theory.
predictions, thus providing scheme-independent precision tests of the Standard Model and improving the sensitivity to new physics.
The renormalization group equation (RG-equation) determines the running of the gauge coupling from the analytic properties of the β-function:
where a perturbative expansion of the β-function in terms of the coupling a s = α s /4π is assumed. The expressions for β 0 , . . . , β 3 in the modified minimal-subtraction scheme (MS-scheme) can be found in Refs. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
One can then use a Taylor-expansion to derive a scaledisplacement relation for the running coupling at two different scales µ 1 and µ 2 : (2) The RG-equation and the asymptotically expanded β-function in (1) can be used to recursively establish a per-The PMC utilizes this perturbative β-pattern to systematically set the scales of the running coupling at each order in a pQCD expansion; the coefficients of the resulting series thus match the coefficients of the corresponding conformal theory with β = 0. Thus the divergent α n s β n i n! "renormalon" contributions are absorbed into the scalefixed running couplings. The pQCD convergence of the resummed series is generally improved due to the elimination of those renormalon terms. This is the same principle used in QED where all β-terms resulting from the vacuum polarization corrections to the photon propagator are absorbed into the scale of the running coupling. As in QED, the scales are physical in the sense that they reflect the virtuality of the gluon propagators at a given order, as well as setting the effective number n f of active flavors. The resulting resummed pQCD expression thus determines the relevant "physical" scales for any physical observable, thereby providing a solution to the renormalization scale-setting problem. There can be a small residual scale-uncertainty in the final expression due to the truncation of the β-function; however, these residual uncertainties are highly suppressed even for lower-order predictions.
The scale-displacement relation (2) provides the simplest example of the PMC: If one resums all-orders {β i }-terms in the right-hand-side of Eq.(3), one (trivially) obtains a s (µ 2 ) ≡ a s (µ 2 )| PMC at any fixed order, independent of µ 1 and the choice of scheme; this agrees with the reflexivity property of the renormalization group [16] .
In this paper we will show how to systematically implement the PMC scale-setting if one starts with an existing high-order pQCD calculations for a physical observable. Such calculations which are available in the literature are usually performed in a conventional renormalization scheme such as the MS-scheme, assuming a single initial scale µ. Two all-orders approaches for implementing the PMC procedure for existing high-order calculations have been suggested. One is based on the PMC-BLM correspondence (PMC-I) [2] ; the other method (PMC-II) [4, 5] utilizes the pattern of β terms illuminated by the R δ -scheme, which was introduced in Ref. [4] as a generalization of the MS-like renormalization schemes, thus enabling one to obtain nontrivial information on the pQCD series. Both approaches satisfy all of the principles of the renormalization group [16] , and they lead to scalefixed and scheme-independent predictions at any finite order [2] [3] [4] [5] . Both implementations have been successfully used for making scale-fixed and rapidly converging predictions for a number of high-order high-energy processes [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . We shall show that the two PMC methods are, in practice, equivalent. Any small residual scale difference between the two approaches is systematically reduced as more RG {β i }-terms in the perturbative QCD expansion are known. Both implementations of the PMC allow one to determine the PMC scales of a process orderby-order in pQCD.
In general, a pQCD prediction for a physical observable can be written as an expansion
where the symbol ". . ." means even higher-order contributions, µ is the initial scale, The n f -terms count the number of active flavors which arise from light-quark loop contributions to the β-function. All of the explicitly written n f -terms thus pertain to the RG {β i }-terms, andas in the BLM procedure -they provide a guide to setting the renormalization scales. It is important to note that the coefficients c i,j may also contain n f -terms which are ultraviolet finite and are not associated with the β-function. For example, terms arising from the ultraviolet finite quark-loop contributions to the three-gluon and four-gluon vertices will be kept unchanged during PMC scale-setting. After applying PMC-I and PMC-II, all of the n f -terms which are governed by the RG-equation will be resummed into the running coupling; the pQCD series in Eq. (4) then changes to the resummed 'conformal' series:
where M=I or II for PMC-I or PMC-II, respectively. The coefficients r M i,0 are the β-independent 'conformal' coefficients and Q M,i are the PMC scales, where i = 1 stands for the leading-order (LO) one, i = 2 stands for the nextto-leading (NLO) on, etc. The resulting coefficients are conformal in the sense that they are UV finite, schemeindependent, and do not depend on the resummation schemes, PMC-I, PMC-II, or any other implementation following PMC. This will be shown explicitly for PMC-I and PMC-II.
Let us describe the different implementations of PMC in more detail:
PMC-I allows one to obtain the correct PMC scales using a step-by-step method without first transforming the n f -terms into the {β i }-terms. This procedure is based on the observation that one can rearrange all the Feynman diagrams of a process in form of a cascade; i.e., the "new" terms emerging at each order can be equivalently regarded as a one-loop correction to all the "old" lowerorder terms. All of the n f -terms can then be absorbed into the running coupling following the basic β-pattern in the scale-displacement formula, i.e. Eq.(3). The resulting PMC-I scales are themselves expressed as perturbative expansions with the same β-pattern of Eq.(3). More explicitly, the PMC-I scales can be derived in the following way: The LO PMC-I scale Q I,1 is obtained by eliminating all the n f -terms with the highest power at each order, and at this step, the coefficients of the lower-power n fterms are changed simultaneously to ensure that the correct LO α s -running is obtained; the NLO PMC scale Q I,2 is obtained by eliminating the n f -terms of one less power in the new series obtaining a third series with less n fterms; and so on until all n f -terms are eliminated. The step-by-step coefficients for the n f -series can be found in Ref. [2] . After performing these order-by-order scale shifts µ → Q I,1 , Q I,1 → Q I,2 , Q I,2 → Q I,3 , · · · , one eliminates all the n f -terms associated with the α s -running and derive the conformal series.
It is noted that the PMC scale-setting can be automatically implemented in a higher order pQCD calculation if one uses the R δ -scheme. The usual subtraction constant ln 4π − γ E is generalized to ln 4π − γ E − δ. The resulting dependence on the extra constant δ flags all of the terms in the pQCD series proportional to the β-function [4, 5] . Thus, in contrast to PMC-I, PMC-II first transforms the n f -series at each order into the specific β-pattern dictated by the R δ -scheme; the resulting β-pattern leads directly to the PMC scales and the conformal series. In this sense, PMC-II is a theoretical improvement of PMC-I, since PMC-I only determines the overall effective scales without determining the perturbative terms which lead to those values. Due to the fact that the running of α s at each order has its own {β i }-series as governed by the RG-equation, the β-pattern for the pQCD series at each order is a superposition of all of the {β i }-terms which govern the evolution of the lower-order α s contributions at this particular order. The resulting β-pattern is then in general different from the β-pattern of Eq.(3).
PMC-II suggestes that the coefficients of the {β i }-terms in the β-pattern can be fixed by requiring a "degeneracy relation" among different {β i }-terms at different orders; the result resembles a skeleton-like expansion [4, 5] . By resumming the {β i }-series according to this expansion, one also correctly reproduces the Abelian N c → 0 limit of the observables [27] . Thus one can simultaneously determine the PMC scales Q II,i at all orders from their initial values µ; i.e. µ → Q II,1 , µ → Q II,2 , µ → Q II,3 , · · · , by resumming the {β i }-terms into the running couplings in the skeleton-like form.
The degeneracy relations introduced by PMC-II were originally obtained by studying the pQCD series in the R δ -scheme [4] . Let us show that theses relations are required by the conformality of the final series. Using the RG-equation and the scale displacement relation, we can write down the most general β-pattern for the pQCD approximant of a physical observable. For example, Eq.(4) can be rewritten as
By applying the PMC-II procedures [4, 5] , we obtain
This step does not require the degeneracy relations. However, in order to ensure that ρ is conformal; i.e., to not contain any {β i }-terms, we get the required degeneracy relations: r Alternatively, if one implements PMC-I and requires the uniqueness of the conformal coefficients for the two methods, we again find the degeneracy relations. To show this, we transform the general {β i }-series (6) back to n f -series, and by further applying PMC-I, one finds Thus to ensure the conformality of the PMC-I and the PMC-II final expressions; i.e. r I i,0 ≡ r II i,0 , we are immediately led to the degeneracy relations. Following the same procedures, we can demonstrate the equivalence of conformal series up to any order. This equivalence can be explained by the fact that the scale-displacement relation (2) acts only on the purely non-conformal {β i }-series, and PMC-I and PMC-II only differ in eliminating the n f -terms -either by using the RG β-pattern directly, or by using the super-positioned RG β-pattern. Thus, if one transforms the PMC-I prediction to the one of PMC-II, or vice versa, the conformal coefficients are not altered. More explicitly, by using the β-function to the highest known order; i.e., four-loops, the conformal coefficients for any semi-simple Lie gauge group with n f -fermions and N c -colors are:
r I,II
where C A , C F and T F are quadratic Casimir invariants [28] . For a SU (N c )-color group, we have C A = N c , C F = (N 2 c − 1)/2N c and T F = 1/2. Since the non-conformal {β i }-terms are eliminated in different ways, the PMC-I and PMC-II scales can in principle be different. Since they are both based on the RGequation, the accuracy of the PMC scales depend heavily on how well we know the {β i }-terms of the process. One observes that the PMC-I and PMC-II scales are themselves expressed as perturbative series, and their logarithmic differences will be suppressed by specific powers of α s . To quantify this, we define the logarithmic difference of the PMC-I and PMC-II scales by ∆ i = ln Q I,i /Q II,i , and the first three ones for a four-loop prediction read:
where f = 6n 2 (n + 1)c 
As indicated by Eqs. (12, 13, 14) , the LO logarithmic scale difference ∆ 1 starts at the order a (3), i.e.,
The leading term of ∆ i may be of order a 0 s . Since the NLO n f -term is uniquely fixed, the order a 0 s of ln Q I,1 and ln Q II,1 must be equal. This explains why PMC-I, PMC-II, and also BLM, are exactly the same at the NLO level [29] . We further note that the order a are also equal. This shows a non-trivial equivalence of the two scale-setting methods at the non-conformal level, which means that PMC-I and PMC-II are the same at the NNLO level. Moreover, if we know additional higher-loop contributions, we can achieve more precise and closer PMC-I and PMC-II scales, and thus obtain smaller ∆ i . Table I shows several four-loop examples of how ∆ i changes with the increment of the loop corrections. The four-loop expressions using conventional scale setting are adopted from Refs. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . The PMC predictions for those channels can be found in Refs. [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the case of H → bb, the computed scale differences are very small at any order. For example, the largest difference for the case of H → bb is found between Q I,3 and Q II,3 , which is less than 0.2%. The logarithmic scale differences for R(e + e−) and Γ NS (Z → hadrons) are somewhat larger; their magnitudes follow the trend |∆ 1 | ≪ |∆ 2 | ≪ |∆ 3 |, indicating that the PMC-I and PMC-II scale differences quickly diminish as we include more {β i }-terms to fix the PMC scales. In the case of Γ (Υ(1S) → e + e − ), the logarithmic scale differences |∆ 1 | ≪ |∆ 2 | ∼ |∆ 3 | show that the scale differences between Q I,3 and Q II,3 are accidentally small even with less β-term information than the case of Q I/II,2 .
In the following, we will consider two observables R e + e − (Q = 31.6GeV) and Γ(H → bb) in detail to illustrate the differences and common features of the PMC-I and PMC-II predictions.
We rewrite the e + e − annihilation R-ratio and the H → bb decay width as
where
s (µ) and the scale µ is arbitrary. Here Q stands for a typical momentum flow of the process. In order to compare with data, we will take Q = 31.6 GeV for the R-ratio and Q = M H for H → bb. The coefficients C e/H i with its explicit n f -dependence up to four-loop level can be found in Refs. [30, 31] . We adopt four-loop α s -running and fix the QCD parameter Λ MS by using α s (M z ) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006 [38] . Tables II and III show that the pQCD convergence for the PMC-I and PMC-II are very similar, which are, as required, better than the conventional one due to the elimination of divergent renormalon terms. The pQCD series for H → bb is almost the same. There are slight differences for R(e + e − ) due to the logarithmic scale differences listed in Table I ; however, these are greatly suppressed by the magnitudes of the conformal coefficients and the α s -powers. . This error estimate is natural for the PMC, since after applying the PMC-I or PMC-II, the pQCD convergence is ensured and the only uncertainty is from the last term of the pQCD series due to the unfixed PMC scale at this par-ticular order. When additional pQCD loop corrections are taken into consideration, one obtains a weaker scale dependence. This agrees with the conventional wisdom that as one incorporates a higher order calculation, one can obtain an increasingly reliable scale-invariant estimate. The PMC-I and PMC-II predictions are very close in magnitude; their values quickly approach convergence, indicating that a low-order calculation could be sufficient to achieve an accurate pQCD prediction.
PMC-I.
Let us end with a final comment on the generality of the degeneracy relations found using the R δ -scheme [4] . The degeneracy relations actually hold under any scheme, which was pointed out in Ref. [5] . To explain this, we adopt the effective charge method introduced by Grunberg [39] . Any effective charge a A of a physical observable A can be expanded over the running coupling a R of the R δ -scheme as
where the universality of β 0 and β 1 is used, and the explicit scheme-dependence of β 2 is expressed. The β-function of the A-scheme is related to the one of the R δ -scheme through the identity, β A (a A ) = ∂aA ∂aR β R (a R ). If one analyzes another effective charge a B in the same way, one finds that a A can also be expanded over a B , through scheme-transformations mediated by the R δ -scheme a A (µ) = a B (µ) + (r 
This shows that the degeneracy relations still hold, even if scheme B is not an MS-like scheme. The coefficients r AB i,j up to four-loop level can be found in Ref. [5] 2 . Among them the conformal ones are 
which are purely expressed in terms of the conformal coefficients r A/B i,0
in the R δ -scheme. This self-consistency shows that the applicability of the PMC is ensured and its predictions are scheme-independent.
In conclusion, we have shown that the two all-orders PMC approaches are equivalent to each other at the level of conformality and are thus equally viable PMC procedures. PMC-I implementation is a direct extension of the BLM approach, whereas PMC-II provides additional theoretical improvements; in addition, it can be readily automatized using the R δ -scheme. By construction, both the PMC-I and PMC-II satisfy all of the principles of the renormalization group, thus providing scale-fixed and scheme-independent predictions at any fixed order. Those two implementations of PMC differ, however, at the non-conformal level, by predicting slightly different RG scales of the running coupling. This difference arises due to different ways of resumming the non-conformal terms, but this difference decreases rapidly when additional loop corrections are included.
The key step of PMC-II is to use the pattern generated by the RG-equation and its degeneracy relations to identify which terms in the pQCD series are associated with the QCD β-function and which terms remain in the β = 0 conformal limit. The β-terms are then systematically absorbed by shifting the scale of the running coupling at each order, thus providing the PMC scheme-independent prediction. The recursive patterns and degeneracy relations between the β-terms at each order are essential for carrying out this procedure. The implementation of PMC-II illuminates how the renormalization scheme and initial scale dependence are eliminated at each order. These advantages shows the PMC-II is theoretically robust and is the preferred method for practical implementations of PMC.
